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Figure 7. User costs over time. 
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Table 2. Economic analysis of roadways with different drainage characteristics. 

Millions of Dollars 

Mainte-
Quality Overlay nance Cost Difference 
of Expendi- Exp en di- User Total in Relation to 
Drainage tu res tu res Costs Costs Poor Drainage 

Good 0.576 0.004 138.838 139.418 0. 191 
Fair 0.576 0.004 138.845 139.425 0.184 
Poor 0.674 0.003 138.933 139.609 

improve the drainage conditions or maintenance on 
the poor roadway. Stated another way, if the 10-
mile roadway that has poor drainage could be reha
bilitated to provide fair to good drainage or could 
be maintained each year to prevent water infil
tration at a cost whose value discounted at 4 per
cent did not exceed $184 000 to $191 000, this im
provement would be economically justified. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented here an approach to assess the 
effects of drainage quality on pavement performance 
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and costs. Although the procedure has been applied 
to date only within a simulation model and must yet 
be verified in the field, it provides a sound ra
tional basis for organizing information on pavement 
structure, traffic and environmental loads, and 
damage accumulation with respect to water infiltra
tion. 

The results of our simulations indicate that, for 
flexible pavements in regions subject to annual 
rainfall of about 40 in (100 cm), the inclusion of 
good drainage characteristics within the pavement 
structure may increase acceptable performance life 
by about four years. On the otber hand, poor d·rain
age characteristics increase rates of rutting and 
roughness accumulation, decreasing overall pavement 
condition and increasing, user costs for vehicle 
operation and travel time. 

Further research is now under way to test this 
model foe different pavements in different environ
mental regions and to assess the implications of 
maintenance policy on rates of damage influenced by 
water infiltration. 
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Pumping Mechanisms of Foundation Soils 

Under Rigid Pavements 
LUTFI RAAD 

Pumping of foundation soils under rigid pavements is a soil strueturo inter· 
action problem in whi~h tho Interaction among traffic loads, concrete slab, 
pavement materials, and water should be considered. Repeated stress Induced 
by moving whee.I loads could result in pore·wato r pressures that reduco the 
strength and stltfnou of underlving soil layors and load to pumping and loss of 
foundotion support. Pumping mechanisms of granular bases in rigid pavements 
are Investigated in cerms of dynamic pore.pressure generation and dissipation. 
Analyso• are performed to study the signlflcancP. of permeability and com
pressibility of baso materials, loading conditions, and drainage conditions on 
pumping. Higher pora·pressure valuus are obtained as a result of docrease in 

baso parmeabllity or lncreaso in Its compressibility. The inclusion of lateral 
drains increases 1ho rate of dynamic pore-pressure dissipation and theroforo rb· 
ducos tho pumping potential of the granular base. Tho efficiency of lateral 
drains, however, is a function of loading frequency. Higher frequency of load· 
ing may not allow enough time for pore-pressure dissipation, which moy lead 
10 pumping of tho base material. The significance of loss of foundation sup
port on tho structural response of tho pavement is olso studied. Results indi
cate that loss of foundation support loads to increased stresses and deflections 
in tho concreto slab and thoroforn hastens Its rato of dotorioratlon. 
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Pumping is known to be a major cause of distress i n 
concrete pavements. l.t occurs when the pore-water 
pressure buildup induced by heavy wheel load's is 
high enough to result i n the ejection of material 
and water throu(1h cracks and joints in the pavement 
slab, causing loss of support and hastening the 
pavement's rate of deterioration. 

Pumping o f foundation soils under rigid pavements 
is a soil structure i nteraction problem in which the 
interaction among traff c oads, concrete slab, 
foundation materials, and water should be consid
ered. Repeated stress states induced by moving 
wheel loads could result in pore-water pressures 
that reduce the strength and stiffness of underlying 
soil layers and lead to pumping and loss of founda
tion support . 

Current design and evaluation techniques of sub
surface drainage systems that are used to minimil'!e 
pumping in pavements are based on the ability of 
these systems to drain pavement moisture under grav
itational flow condit ions. Permeability of the 
s tr•Jctural m;:ite dals ana urainage materials ls the 
essential property that influences water drainage in 
this case. Loading effects i mposed by moving traf
fic on pore-pressure generation and t he effective
ness of subsurface drainage systems in dissipating 
the dynamic pore-pressure buildup have not y·et been 
considered. 

In this paper an attempt will be made to identify 
pumping mechanisms of granular bases in rigid pave
ments in terms of dynamic pore-water pressure gener
ation and dissi·pation under repeated traffic loads. 
The influence of loadlng conditions, drainage condi
tions, and material properties on pumping will be 
investigated. The significance of t?umping and the 
corresponding loss of foundation support on the 
structural response of the concrete slab will be 
illustrated. 

DYNAMIC PORE-PRESSURE OBSERVATIONS UNDER 
RIGID PAVEMENTS 

Pumping of foundation soils under rigid pavements is 
associated with dynamic pore-water pressure develop
ment under wheel loads. Repeated stress pulses 
could result in residual pore-water pressure buildup 
causing progressive loss of shear strength and 
stiffness in the underlying soil. Liquefaction of 
granular materials under the rigid slab occurs when 
the residual pore-water pressure becomes equal to 
t he initial effective overburden pressure. Add i
tional load repetitions could then re.sult in the 
ejection of granular materials through cracks an<t 
joints in the pavement. 

Liquefaction behavior of saturated granular soils 
has been investigated experimentally under undrained 
loading conditions by using cyclic triaxial tests 
(1) . Thompson ( 2) performed repeated-load tests on 
t~-dimensional ~vement models consisting of a sub
gcade and a granular base. A transparent face on 
the model enabled visual observations of the sub
g rade and base materials. A high degree of satura
tion was obtained by soaking the pavements from top 
and bottom . Under repeated load ing conditions , sig
nificant movements of the granular particles were 
observed directly under the loaded area. The entire 
base course within the loaded area appeared to 
liquefy and each load application caused a pumping 
action. 

Large-scale tests performed on rigid pavement 
sections indicate that dynamic pore-water pressure 
could develop in the granular subbase when the pave
ment is subjected to repeated loads. Dempsey, Car
penter, and Darter I]) conducted repeated-load tests 
on two-dimensional rigid pavement models (Figure 
la). The sections were soaked and loaded at a 
frequency of· 15 repetitions/min . Results of peak 
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pore-water pressure (i.e., pore-water pressure at 
the peak of the load cycle) and residual pore-water 
pressure (i.e., pore-water pressure at the end of 
the load cycle) variations in a dense-graded base 
are shown in Figure lb. An increase of pore pres
sure is observed with increase in number of load 
applications. Water a nd soil directly beneath the 
slab seemed to pump up along the sides of the slab 
and through the joint between the slab and t he 
shoulder. Similar tests performed on open-graded 
bases showed no evidence of pumping or pore-pressure 
values i n excess of 2 kPa. 

Pilot tests were performed at the University of 
Illinois test track <1> to investigate pore-water 
pressure development under rigid pavements. This 
was part of a study entitled Evaluation of Drainage 
Systems for Pavements, sponsored by the New .Jersey 
Department of Transportation (NJOOT). A test sec
tion consisting of 76-mm concre e slab, 76-mm dense
graded base, 102-mm clayey gravel subbase , and a 
clay subgrade was s ub jPC ea o a 13. :!-kt-! whee l loaa 
applica tion at a frequency of 30 repetitions/min. 
The dynamic pore-water pressure at t .he interface 
between the s~ab and the base was monitored, 

The variation of peak and residual pore pressure 
is shown in Figure 2. During the first loading 
sequence, an increase in peak and residual pore
pressure values is observed with increase in number 
of load repetitions . When loading stops , the resid
ual pore pressure dissipates fi:om 3.9 0 kPa to l. 70 
kPa. Additional loading causes the pore pressure to 
build up again. In this case, peak pressure values 
are higher than those observed during the first 
laading sequence. This could be attributed to the 
development of voids under the slab and agrees with 
recent findings by Phu and Ray (j) that an i ncrease 
in size ot the cavity results in higher values of 
ejection velocity and therefore higher values of 
peak pore-water pressure. 

DYNAMIC PORE-PRESSURE PREDICTIONS UNDER 
RIGID PAVEMENTS 

The development of a pumping model requires an 
understanding of pore-water pressure development in 
soils under repeated stress applications similar to 
those induced by traffic loads . Martin and Seed 12.l 
proposed a method for predicting pore-water pressure 
generation and dissipati on in soils under dynamic 
loads. The basic assumption involved in their ap
proach is that excess pore-water change in a soil 
element is the sum of the pore-pressure increment 
generated by repeated loading and the pore-pressure 
change due to drainage of water in and out of the 
element . Assuming one-dimensional flow (i.e., in 
t he direction of the Z-axis) and applying Darcy ' s 
law, the basic differential equation for the simul
taneous generation and dissi pation of pore-water 
press ure can be written as follows: 

(au,tat) = [(1/mv'Yw)(au,/az)(kau,/i:lz)] + [(i:lu Q/ i:lN)(dN/dt)] (1) 

where 

Yw 
Ur 
mv 

k 
N 

(au1/aN) 

(dN/dt) = 

density of water, 
residual pore-water pressure, 
coefficient of volume compressibility, 
permeability, 
number of load repetitions, 
rate of generation of residual pore 
pressure under undrained loading con
dition, and 
frequency of load applications. 

Martin and Seed (2_) used an implicit finite dif
ference formulation to solve this equation. A com-
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puterized form has been developed for pore-pressure 
predictions under rigid pavements and has been used 
in this study. 

Analyses were performed to investigate dynamic 
pore-pressure development in soil layers underlying 
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rigid pavements in terms of material properties, 
loading conditions, and drainage conditions. 
Stresses were computed in the pavement section and 
were used as input in pore-pressure prediction under 
traffic loads. 

The finite-element method of analysis was used to 
determine the stresses in the pavement struc ture . 
Nonlinear stress-dependent behavior for the granular 
base and subgrade was incorporated in the analysis 
(§.l. For the granular base, the resilient modulus 

Ma can be expressed as follows: 

where 

and 

K, n 
a 

01102103 

material constants, 
01 + 02 + 03, and 

(2) 

principal stresses for the following sub
grade: 

(3) 

(4) 

where k1,k2,k3, and k4 are material constants. k) 
and k4 ace equal to the rate of change of Ma 
with repeated deviator stress la1 - a3). 

The ratio of maximum shear stress Tmax• de
fined as [(a1 - 03)/2), to the initial ef
fective overburden pressure oo' was used to es
timate the number of cycles required for initial 
liquefaction Nt obtained from undrained cyclic 
triaxia.l tests C!.l • An example of the variation of 
N.e. with <-rmaxloo'> for a uniform medium 
sand at different relative densities Dr is shown 
in Figure 3 (_~). The dynamic pressure ui gen
erated under undrained loading conditions was deter
mined from the following expression (_?.) : 

(5) 

Figure 2. Dynamic pore pressure in 
dense-graded subbase. loodin-._ --+ _ _ _ Untoading _ _____ _ Loading __ __., _ __ Unloading----j 
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Figure 3. Typical cyclic loading test data. 

Figure 4. Pavement section analyzed. 
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Uniform Medium Sand 

753 

503 

10 100 1000 

Number of Cycles Cousing Pore Pressure Ratio of IOO°l. 

where N is the number of load repetitions and a is 
0. 10. 

Knowing the rate of pore-pressure generation 
( auR./aN), frequency of applied loads 
(dN/dt), coefficient of permeability k, and coeffi
cient of volume compressibility mv, Equation l was 
solved to obtain the dynamic pore-pressure distribu
tion under rigid pavements. 

The pavement section considered in this study is 
shown in Figure 4. The pavement was subjected to 
loading sequences A and B of 80-kN single-axle loads 
applied at a frequency of 20 repetitions/min (Figure 
5). Sequence A consists of one series of 100-load 
repetitions, whereas sequence B includes two such 
series applied at 300-s intervals. Material proper
ties used in stress computations are summarized in 
Table 1. The variation of (Tmaxlcro') in the 
pavement section is illustrated in Figure 6. 

Pore-pressure analyses were performed for the 
following conditions: 

l. Dynamic pore-pressure dissipation through 
vertical flow (i.e., no lateral drai nage is al
lowed) i a nd 

2 . Dy namic pore-pressure d issipa tion through 
lateral flow ( i. e ., lateral dr a i nage is allowed). 
In this case the e fficiency of subs urfac e drai ns i n 
dissipating dynami c pore-wa ter pr e ssure could be 
eval uated. 

The finite-differe nce r epresentation of the sec
tions a nal.yzed is il lust r ated in E'igures 7 and 8. A 
summary of the cases studied is presented in Table 2. 

RESULTS 

Resul ts of anal yses presented i n t he f ollow i ng s ec
t ions illustrate the s i gnific a nce o f material p r op
erties, loadi ng condi t i o n_s , a nd d r ainage cond~tions 
o n dynamic po r e pressur e and pump i ng i n rigid pa ve
me nts. 

Pore - Pressure Diss i pation Through 
Vertica l Flow 

Dy namic po re-wate r pressur e was c alc ul ated assumi ng 
pore-pressure d issipation throug h vertical flow 
(i.e ., no la t eral drai nage was a l lowed) . Hi g her 
pore- pressure values were obtained as a result o f 
dec rease in pe rmeability o f the g r anular base . For 
e xample , a por e - pr essur e ra t io [ i . e ., u ,lao' l 
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equal to uni t y wil l develop if the permeability de
creases from 10 1 to l0- 1 cm/s (Figure 9, cases l 
and 2) • In this case the pore pressure become$ 
equal to the initial effective overburden pressure 
and a condition of i nitial liquefaction will occur, 
thereby increasing the s usceptibility of the gi::anu
lar base to pumping. Similar behavior is observed 
for higher compressibility of the base (cases 2 a nd 
3) or larger number of load repetitions (cases 2 and 
4). 

The effect of permeability and compressibility of 

Table 1. Material properties used in stress predictions. 

Resilient Failure 
Material Properties Criteria Density (kgfm 3) 

Concrete E = 34.5xl 06 kPa 2400 
v = 0.10 

Base course K = 6495 C=O 2130 
n = 0.60 4>= 30° 
V= 0.30 

Sub grade k1 =41.3;k2 =41300 C = 90 kPa 1950 
k3 = 0.300; k4 = -75 4>= oo 
v = 0.45 

Notes: Sn1uc11tcd uoil wolp.hlJ 111c u:i;c.d for bllJe couut- anti subgrrldt. K,n 1:1.rc 

p:m1motcu ror rcslllcni moduhJ1 of bn.Je couu~ (&iua1lon '2). k1. k2. kJ. 
k4 1m: par111ncrcrs for rt1lllc11H moduluti uC !IUb&r'ftd(' (P.qoci. ll oni 3 .:.nd 4). 
R""5lllent moduli or buc itnd :i;Ubgr~do tUC O)(pte :scd In kllopucol.s. E and 
11 nra r:l11S1lc modutuJ olld l'obsun 'J. r;ulo, ruspertrvoJy. 

Figure 6. Variation of maximum shear with depth under center of wheel load. 
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Figure 7. Finite difference representation for vertical flow condition. 
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Figure 8. Finite difference representation for lateral flow condition. 
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Table 2. Pavement systems analyzed. 
Concrete Base Course Subgrade 

k ffiy k mv k mv Loading Drainage 
Case (emfs) (m2fkN) (emfs) (m2fkN) (emfs) (m2fkN) Sequence Condition 

I 10'8 2.0xl 0'7 10·2 2.0xl 0·5 10·8 2.0x I 0'4 A Vertical flow 
2 10·8 2.0xlo·7 10·2 2.0x I 0·5 I 0'8 2.ox I o-4 A 
3 10·8 2.ox10·7 10·2 2.0xl04 I 0'8 2.0x!0-4 A 
4 10·8 2.ox10·7 10·2 2.0x10·5 10·8 2.0xl0'4 B 
5 10·1 2.ox10·5 A Lateral flow (interior loading) 
6 10-2 2.0x!0.5 A 
7 10-2 2.0xl0·4 A 
8 10'2 2.0xI0-4 B 
9 10·1 2.ox10·5 A Lateral flow (edge loading) 

JO 10-2 2.ox10·5 A 
II 10-2 2.0xlo·4 A 
12 10·2 2.0xl0-4 B 

Note: Relative densHy D,. oF granular base is 85 percent. 
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Figure 9. Dynamic pore pressure at U, I a-0• 
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the base o.n pore-pressure dissipa·tion at the end of 
a loading sequence is illustrated in Figure 10. 
Higher values of pore pressure are maintained for 
longer periods of time as a result of decrease in 
base permeability or increase in its volume com
pressibility. Thia would increase the pumping po
tential of the base if the pavement is subjected to 
an additional sequence of loads. 

Pore-Pressure Dissipation Through 
Latera l Flow 

Results of analyses performed to investigate the 
effectiveness of subsurface drains in dissipating 
dynamic pore pressure under r i gid pavements are 
shown in Figures 11-14. 

Interior loading of the pavement (Figure 11) 
could result in pumping of the granular base [i.e., 
(ur/oo'l " 1) provided its permea.bility is 
less than lO· 2 cm/s . An increase in volume com
pressibility of the base from 2 . 0 x 10·' m•/kN 
to 2.0 x lo ·• m2/kN would reduce the rate of 
pore-pressure dissipation as illustrated in Figures 
11 and 12 (cases 6 and 7). Additional load applica
tions would increase the pore pressure in the base 
and may cause additional pumping (Figure 12c). 

Similar observations are made for loads applied 
at t he edge of the s l ab (Figures 13 and 14). In 
this case, however, a reduction in "permeability from 
10 2 to 10" • cm/s would not cause p umping as 
shown in Figures 13 and 14 (cases 9 and 10). This 
could be attributed to the effectivencoo of subsur
face drains in dissipating the dynamic pore pres
sures induced by such loading conditions. If this 
reduction in permeability is accompanied by an in
crease in volume compressibility to a value of 
2 .0 K io·• m1/kN, then the pore-pressure ratio 
would increase from 0.3 to 1 .0 (Figures 13c and 14b) 
and pumping of the granular base could occur. 

The effectiveness of subsurface drain.a in dissi
pating dynamic pore pressure and therefore in reduc
ing pumping potential is illustra·ted bY comparing 
results in Figures 9 and 12. For the same material 
properties and loading conditions, the rate of pore
pressure diss.ipation is greater for pavements with 
subsurface drains. 

The efficiency of subsurface drains depends to a 
certain extent on the frequency o f load applica
tions. A decrease in frequency of loading would 
increase the time span between load applications, 
thereby allowing more time for pore-pressure dissi
pation. Higher frequency of loading may not allow 
enough time for pore-pressure dissipation and there
fore could lead to initial liquefaction and pumping. 
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STRUCTURAL EFFECTS 

The development of excess pore-water pressure under 
rig id pavements reduces the effective stresses and 
leads to a decrease in shear strength and stiffness 
of pavement materials. Loss of foundation support 
could result from increased permanent deformations 
or pumping of foundation material through cracks and 
joints in the pavement. 

Analyses were performed to investigate the effect 
of loss of foundation support on the structural 
response of the concrete slab. The fi nite-element 
method was used for t his purpose <ll. The pavement 
section (Figure 5) was modeled as a medium-thick 
pl~te on a Winkler foundation. The modulus of sub
g rade reaction used was 52 MN/m' . Loss of founda
tion support was simulated analytically by a modulus 
of subgrade reaction equal to zero. 

Tensile stresses and deflections for interior and 
edge-loading I!> conditions are shown in Figures 15 
and 16. Results indicate that loss of foundation 
support would increase the tensile stresses and de
flections in the pavement slab. This increase is 
more crit i cal for edge than for interior load appli
cations. For interior loading of the slab, loss of 
foundation support increases the tensile stresses on 
the underside of the pavement slab and therefore 
could hasten the development of fatigue cracks along 
the direction of the wheel path. For edge loading, 
on the other hand, loss of foundation support could 
induce excessive tensile stresses on top of the 
slab, which may result in edge punchout failure. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I n this paper, pumping mechanisms of granular bases 
in rigid pavements have been investigated in terms 
of dynamic pore-water pressure generation and dissi
pation under repeated traffic loads. Dynamic pore
pressure development reduces shear strength and 
stiffness of underlying soil layers. Liquefaction 
of saturated granular materials under the rigid slab 
occurs when the residual pore-water pressure becomes 
equal to the initial effective overburden pressure. 
Additional load repetitions could then result in the 
ejection of base material through cracks and joints 
in the pavement. 

Analyses were performed to study the significance 
of permeability and compressibility of base materi
als, loading conditions, and drainage conditions on 
pumping. Higher pore-pressure values wec.e obtained 
as a result of a decrease in base permeability or an 
i ncrease in its compressibility . The inclusion of 
lateral drains increases the rate of dynamic pore-
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Figure 10. Dynamic pore·pressure variation 
below center of wheel load for pavement with 
no lateral drainage. 

Figure 11. Pore-pressure variation for interior 
loading of slab. 

Figure 12. Variation of maximum pore pressure 
in base for interior loading of slab. 
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Figure 13. Pore-pressure variation for edge loading of slab. 

Figure 14. Varietion of maximum pore pressure in 
base for edge loading of slab. 
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Figure 16. Effect of loss support on slab response for edge 
loading condition. 
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pressure dissipation and therefore reduces the pump
ing potential of the granular base. The efficiency 
of lateral drains, however, is a function of loading 
frequency. Higher frequency of load applications 
would not allow enough time for pore-pressure dissi
pation, which could lead to pumping of base material. 

Results of analyses indicate that loss of founda
tion support caused by pumping and permanent defor
mations of soil layers under the pavement would 
result in increased stresses and deflections in the 
concrete slab and therefore would hasten its rate of 
deterioration. 
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